We use the acquisition dip-response to estimate the effects of number of shots and propagator apertures to prestack depth migration. As numerical examples, we calculate the acquisition dip-response maps for the SEG-EAGE 2D salt model with different numbers of shots and propagator apertures, as well as the prestack depth image results with different numbers of shots, and analyze the effects of number of shots and propagator apertures to prestack depth migration. It shows that the great potential of the application of acquisition dip-response to achievement the trade-off between efficiency and accuracy in prestack depth migration.
Introduction
Prestack depth migration has made significant improvement in providing reliable high-resolution seismic images in complex structure. However, there are many factors affecting its efficiency and images quality, such as wavefield propagator, propagator aperture and the number of shots, velocity model, etc. In the past, some techniques are introduced for studying the effects of acquisition aperture or number of shots to subsurface illumination and imaging (Bear et al., 2000; Hoffmann, 2001; Berkhout et al., 2001; Romero, et al., 2000) . However, these techniques either may bear large errors in complex area due to the high frequency approximation involved and the singularity problem of ray theory in complex regions, or are impractical by their high computation cost. The problem for shot-domain wave-equation based migration is more apparent. The computation cost of shot-record migration is the product of number of shots in the survey and the expense of each individual migration. Effort has been tried to reduce the number of shots or the operator aperture of individual migration to keep the computation cost manageable. However, we need to have a fast method of evaluation the effects of these reductions and hope the study of these effects can provide some useful information for achieving the trade-off between efficiency and accuracy in prestack depth migration. In this work, we propose to use ADR (acquisition dip-response) mapping technique to evaluate these effects. ADR can provide the directional information on subsurface structure illumination, acquisition and migration operator response, because beamlet decomposition provides localization in both space and direction (local wavenumber) of the wavefield, also, the computation of ADR maps has high computation efficiency, because it only use single frequency in computation. We, firstly, perform ADR computation for SEG-EAGE 2D salt model with various numbers of shots and propagator apertures, then, study the effects of these factors to ADRmaps and prestack depth migration.
Method

G-D beamlet decomposition, propagation and Acquisition
Dip-Response For 2-D wavefield, G-D beamlet decomposition of the wavefield can be expressed as (Wu et al., 2000; Wu and Chen, 2001 ): is a Gaussian window function. At each depth level, we can make a partial reconstruction by superposition of windowed plane waves of the same local wavenumber from all neighboring windows, and get a local plane wave:
The local wavenumber j ξ can transform into its corresponding local incident angle. We calculate the Green's function for all shots and receivers in beamlet domain (local plane wave decomposition in the image space) using specified propagator aperture. Then we sum up all the individual contribution (with the shot-receiver configuration) for the acquisition/migration system response to local reflectors with different dips at each point of image space. The ADR calculation can be expressed as
For detailed theory and formulations, see Wu and Chen (2002) . From computation efficiency point of view, we can consider only the dominant frequency for ADR-map computation.
Effects of number of shots to prestack depth migration
In order to estimate the effects of number of shots to prestack depth migration through acquisition dip-response, we use SEG-EAGE 2D salt model acquisition geometry (the whole acquisition geometry consists of 325 shots, each shot with 176 left-side receivers, the minimum offset is zero) with different numbers of shots for ADR-maps' computation. We put a single frequency (dominant frequency, Hz f 15 0 = ) unit impulse at each source and receiver points and propagate the impulse wavefield to image space. Then we partially reconstruct the beamlet domain wavefield to get the local plane wavefield, and calculate the ADR-maps. In propagation, the propagator has a full aperture. Fig. 1 is the ADR-maps with different dip-angles for all the 325-shot. Fig. 2, 3 and 4 are the ADRmaps for 163-shot (1/2 total shots, the interval between shots is two times of original), 82-shot (1/4 total shots, the interval between shots is four times of original) and 55-shot (1/6 total shots, the interval between is six times of original), respectively. The beamlet prestack depth migration results with different numbers of shots are showen in Fig. 5 . From Fig. 1 and 2 , we can see that the ADR-maps of 325 shots and 163 shots are the same. The corresponding common-shot beamlet prestack migration results, Fig. 5a and 5b, are identical in mid-deep depth, but there are some noise generated by under-stack in shallow depth. The noise becomes strong in Fig. 5c and 5d, the migration results of 82 shots and 55 shots. From Fig 3 and 4 , we can see that as the decrease of shots, the ADR-maps become degeneration. There are some vertical stripes in Fig. 3 from the nonuniform distribution of illumination and system response. In Fig. 4 , the ADR-maps become obscure. They are caused by the under-illumination. The intensity of underillumination in Fig.4 is stronger than that in Fig.3 . The intensity of ADR becomes weak as the decrease of number of shots. Fig.5c gives a reasonable migration image for deep structure. Fig.5d shows an obscure migration image. This demonstrates that for deep structure, prestack depth migration using one fourth of whole shots can generate a proper image, but using one sixth of whole shots may severely degenerate the image quality. From Fig.5 , we also can see that the energy of images become weak as the decrease of number of shots. From above figures, we can see that the ADR-maps for various numbers of shots have close relation to the corresponding migration images, and therefore ADR-maps can be used to estimate the effects of number of shots to prestack depth migration with computation cost two order of magnitude less than that of migration.
Effects of propagator apertures to prestack depth migration
In order to investigate the effects of propagator apertures to prestack depth migration through acquisition dip-response, SEG-EAGE 2D salt model is used as example. Three different sizes of propagator aperture are used for computation: 1) the size of propagator aperture is the whole aperture (Nx=824); 2) the size of propagator aperture is only a shot acquisition aperture (Nx=176); 3) the size of propagator aperture is close to a shot acquisition aperture, but we add 50 grid-points to each side (Nx=276). Each common-shot's ADR calculation must use its corresponding migration aperture. Fig.1 shows the ADR-maps using the full aperture as propagator aperture. Fig. 6 and 7 are the ADR-maps using Nx=176 and Nx=276 as propagator apertures, respectively. For display, we add a gain with depth increase for compensation the loss of energies in depth. Therefore, Fig.6 and 7 have different amplitudes from Fig. 1 . From Fig. 1 , we can see that, for the full aperture, the ADR-maps have the best quality. In Fig. 6 , due to the influences of scattering generated by high velocity salt body, part of the wavefield has been scattered out of the propagator aperture, and the energy can never come back for the imaging. Comparison of the ADR-maps with dipangles 30 , 0 , we can see that, for a small propagator aperture, as the dip-angle become large, the ADR-map become more degenerated. In Fig. 7 , the ADR-maps are less degenerated than Fig. 6 . However, the ADR-maps are still obscure at depth. The propagator aperture Nx=276 is insufficient for subsalt imaging. From Fig. 6 and 7, we see that the propagator aperture with a shot acquisition aperture cannot generate a good ADRmap, as the enlargement of propagator aperture, the ADRmaps become more reliable. According to Fig. 1, 6 and 7, we conclude that propagator aperture has strong influence for subsalt imaging using shot-record migration.
Conclusions
Acquisition dip-response based on Gabor-Daubechies frame beamlet wavefield decomposition and propagation is a powerful and efficient tool to estimate the effects of number of shots and propagator aperture to prestack depth migration. The acquisition dip-response maps and migration images calculated for SEG-EAGE 2D salt model with various numbers of shots and propagator apertures show that, for common-shot prestack depth migration, using one fourth of whole shots can give a resonable migration image, even though the S/N ratio may be degenerated. In order to consider the scattered waves and curved wave paths generated by strong lateral velocity variations, the propagator aperture should be sufficient large. A small propagator aperture cannot give a reliable ADR-map and migration image in complex region. We show that using ADR to study various factors affecting prestack depth migration computation efficiency and images quality may become an efficient approach. 
